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The VNL Switzerland is committed to future-viable logistics.  
It bridges research and business. Its priorities are to impart  
knowledge and to implement scientific expertise, research  
findings and technical innovations in businesses. What is  
more, VNL facilitates the initiation of research projects by the  
industry, business and service sectors as well as the transfer  
of research projects into solutions for supply chains and  
internal logistics. This strong focus on implementing research  
and innovation throughout the entire value chain sets the  
VNL apart from other logistics organizations. 

Founded in 2008, the network sees itself as an interactive community that provides 
its members a concrete benefit. Our goal is to make Switzerland a more competitive 
business location and to make logistics more cost-efficient, more customer-focused  
and more sustainable in every sector. The VNL guides businesses to “value chain  
excellence”. 

The VNL Switzerland maintains close ties to numerous logistics associations, research  
organizations and innovation funding agencies at home and abroad. The community’s  
size brings its members a significant benefit. It augments internal resources and reduces 
risks and costs. 

I would be delighted if the leading network of logistics expertise in Switzerland could 
welcome you as a member, too. Here’s to inspiring, fruitful collaboration!

Prof. Dr. Herbert Ruile 
President of the VNL

CONTACT

VNL Switzerland  
Katrin Reschwamm  
Technoparkstrasse 1  
CH -8005 Zürich 

+41 56 500 07 74  
office@vnl.ch 
 
VNL Svizzera 
Scuola universitaria  
professionale della  
Svizzera italiana  
Luca Canetta  
Galleria 2  – SPS 
Via Cantonale 
CH- 6928 Manno 

+41 58 666 65 53  
luca.canetta@supsi.ch 
 
VNL Suisse 
Haute école de gestion  
de Genève  
Naoufel Cheikhrouhou  
Route de Drize 7  
CH -1227 Genève 

+41 22 388 18 99  
naoufel.cheikhrouhou@hesge.ch 

 
www.vnl.ch 

INNOVATIVE. COLLABORATIVE. EFFICIENT.

“We build bridges  
for progress.”



RELEVANT. FASTER. IMPLEMENTED.

THE VNL 

–  facilitates research-based  
innovation projects

– advances digital transformation 

– seeks value chain excellence 

– boosts performance 

– makes business more successful

The future belongs to innovators. Knowledge and technology transfer constitute  
the basis for process, product and service innovations and new business  
models for sustainable competitiveness. Innovative logistics, the backbone of a  
modern economy, helps advance technical progress and social change. 

The VNL facilitates the development and introduction of innovations in every  
domain of logistics. It constitutes a unique platform where research and business  
connect in order to implement ideas jointly in projects. The VNL is striving  
to ensure that at least CHF 100 million flow into logistical innovations in the next  
ten years. It is thus strengthening Switzerland as a logistics location and  
bolstering member companies’ expertise and performance. 

The VNL is supported by the Swiss Innovation Agency Innosuisse, one of eleven  
government supported national thematic networks (NTN) in Switzerland.

“We create access to  
additional resources.”
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Networking is profitable. The VNL provides various event formats to share  
information, knowledge and experience actively. Companies and higher education  
institutions may present their solutions, find inspiration for their own  
challenges or network at them. Our members can actively contribute to and  
lead events to success by delivering presentations and/or being exhibitors. 

Swiss Logistics Innovation Day provides a platform for leading thinkers in  
business, government and research. They identify future challenges in logistics,  
development drivers, and options for meeting industry challenges. 

Strategic and operative concepts, solutions, and good practices for the entire value  
chain are presented and discussed critically at the Swiss Logistics Forum.  
The logistics forum is both an idea exchange and a results-oriented networking  
platform.

Our Logistics Lounges offer an opportunity for dialogue in your own  
language and vicinity. Among other things, supply chain excellence and best  
practices are presented and discussed there.

The Science for Industry event presents the findings of research projects.  
Subsequent discussions are intended to help develop new ideas for research  
and business.

THE VNL

– brings decision makers together 

–  promotes dialogue about  
... problems 
... challenges 
... trends 

–  acts as a catalyst for changes  
in companies

OPEN. CONNECTED. PERSONAL.

“We discuss today and  
tomorrow’s latest issues.”

Events



SECURE. PRECISE. TRANSDISCIPLINARY.

THE VNL STRATEGY

– Develop visions 

– Research trends

– Find solutions

–  Take advantage of collaborative  
partnerships

– Implement innovations

... in logistics applications

Seek and apply solutions. Along with events, we provide our members  
the opportunity to delve into pressing issues results-oriented in small groups. 

Our expert roundtables offer their members professional dialogue as equals.  
Your company profits from sharing its views with representatives of  
other companies and coming to understand colleagues’ approaches in-depth.  
Comparison reveals opportunities for optimization. 

Our work groups address operative and strategic issues and challenges from  
procurement, production, distribution and supply chain management in  
interdisciplinary and cross-industry dialogue. They focus on scientific analysis,  
the identification of innovation capabilities, and the development of  
recommendations for action and feasible solutions.

“We address the challenges in the industry, 
business and service sectors.”
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Think and act for (the day after) tomorrow. Day-to-day business operations  
leave many companies too little time to consider medium and long-term strategies  
and to think about, plan for and take action for the future. They often lack  
the necessary resources.

The VNL provides its Idea Studio to help businesses capitalize on the capabilities  
of higher education institutions and the SLIC Swiss Logistics Innovation Centre  
in an organized way. We help companies concretize issues and challenges  
and find the right contacts at research organizations. We organize interdisciplinary,  
interactive creativity and innovation workshops.

The VNL fosters collaboration between research and business by advising  
concrete projects. It primarily sees itself as a connector of experts and logistics  
units, providers, research organizations and solution providers.

Innovation is a constant process that evolves beyond the realm of continuous  
improvement and crisis management. Concrete projects are needed, however,  
to boost the competitiveness or, more precisely, performance of one single company  
or the entire value chain. The VNL has initiated over thirty projects through  
its networking.

THE VNL

– guides

– supports

– advises

... from the idea to the project

CREATIVE. DISRUPTIVE. CONCRETE.

“We conceive ideas and  
successful projects.”

Idea Studio



COLLECTIVE. INQUISITIVE. IMPLEMENTED.

No progress without research. The Swiss Logistics Innovation Centre is a  
neutral, nonprofit research organization founded by the VNL. It augments the work  
of Swiss universities and higher education institutions and is available to  
members as a “shared service”. 

The Innovation Centre researches the impact of social, economic, technological  
and ecological developments on value system organization and operation. It develops 
innovative solutions for procurement, logistics, supply chain management, and  
logistics and production system interconnectivity. It pursues an interdisciplinary approach.  
It provides advising on the planning, completion and funding of projects. It assists  
with ongoing development up through marketing. The Swiss Logistics Innovation Centre 
is an internationally recognized center of excellence for the sustainable development 
and implementation of innovations for the logistics sector.

“We turn technology developments  
into applications.”

SWISS LOGISTICS  
INNOVATION CENTRE 

– Research

– Development

– Innovations

– Logistical applications
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Logistics seeks the public eye. One of the VNL’s main missions is to communicate  
logistics and supply chain management’s importance as a formative discipline  
for the Swiss economy. The VNL pursues a proactive communications policy on its 
website and social media (Xing, LinkedIn), among other things. It publishes a  
newsletter and a journal of its own. 

The journal LOGISTICS INNOVATION publishes information on product, process  
and organization innovations twice a year. It reveals how “first movers” operate  
and encourages “followers” to emulate them. LOGISTICS INNOVATION is inspiring  
and identifies avenues to innovative logistics. Its readers are executives and  
decision makers in the value chain: senior managers, unit managers, supply chain  
managers, procurement managers, production managers and logistics managers,  
development managers, project managers and all employees that contribute to  
the development of their company’s logistics. 

The VNL additionally communicates in other print media and online as well. What  
is more, it has a partnership with the journal schweizLogistik and collaborates closely 
with the VNL Austria and its publications. Our goal is to heighten awareness of  
innovative logistics projects among professionals and executives as well as government 
and the public.

COMMUNICATION

– Research news 

– Sound expertise

– Critical ideas 

– Best practices

INTERESTING. INSPIRING. PROFESSIONAL.

“We nurture expertise  
through knowledge.”

Forschung

Decision Support for  
Sustainability Strategy

SRM Practices affected by  
Firms Sustainability Concept

Urbane Logistik

Management & Ausbildung

Ressourceneffizienz und  
Denken in Kreisläufen

Nachhaltigkeit in der Lieferkette 

Nachhaltigkeit in der Ausbildung

Technologie

Kompensationsprogramm  
CO2-Reduktion

EU-Technologieplattform ALICE

LOGISTICS
INNOVATION
Verein Netzwerk Logistik Schweiz
Ausgabe 1 / 2016

Thema:

Nachhaltigkeit als Geschäftsmodell
Wie Nachhaltigkeit unser Denken und Handeln beeinflusst

Issue sponsored by 

29. September 2016, Festspielhaus Bregenz: 
«Logistik elektrisiert!»

VNL-EVENT: LOGISTIK-FORUM BODENSEE

Marktorientierte Logistik

Effiziente Intralogistik

Logistik unter Einfluss  
des Makromarketings

Innovatives Marketing braucht 
Logistik-Innovationen

Instrumente im Wandel

Marketing im Wandel der Zeit

Die Messe als  
Marketinginstrument

Logistik Marketing

Ganzheitliches Marketing  
als Erfolgsfaktor

Markenarbeit?

Digitalisierung des Marketings

Social Media verändert  
die Kundenerwartungen!

LOGISTICS
INNOVATION
Verein Netzwerk Logistik Schweiz
Ausgabe 2 / 2016

Thema:

Logistik und Marketing
Bewährte und neue Instrumente zur strategischen Positionierung

Issue sponsored by 
2017

26. & 27. APRIL 2017 I MESSE ZÜRICH  

Management

Regionale Logistik im Transit

Cyber security in Switzerland

Die neue Seidenstrasse

Technologie

Inventory control drones

Digitale Zwillinge

Von Datenbrillen bis Drohnen

Forschung

Fast track to physical Internet

Digital Labs

Innovations- und Projektförderung

LOGISTICS
INNOVATION
Verein Netzwerk Logistik Schweiz
Ausgabe 2 / 2017

Thema:

Internet der Logistik
Physische und digitale Welten der Logistik verschmelzen

www.vnl.ch

Management

Nearshoring und Onshoring  
als Wettbewerbsvorteil

Thinking in Ecosystems

Technologie

Hohe Erwartungen  
an Mobile Apps

Lernfähige  
Prognosealgorithmen

EDV-Obligatorium  
für Import Belege

Forschung

Logistik im  
Service Innovation Lab

Innovationssystem  
für Industrie 4.0

Decision support &  
reverse logistics

LOGISTICS
INNOVATION
Verein Netzwerk Logistik Schweiz
Ausgabe 1 / 2017

Thema:

Mit Digitalisierung zu Service Innovation
Wie Industrie 4.0 zum Treiber von Service- und Geschäftsmodellinnovationen wird.

www.vnl.ch

Strategie

Configuring the SC of the Future

Globaler Containerverkehr

Marketing

Business Solution Management

Think outside the Box

Kundenorientierte  
Warenverfügbarkeit

IT-Solution

Supporting Mass Customization

Erfolg optimieren mit  
Add on Software

Wettbewerbsvorteile aus der Cloud

Technologie

Gerüstet für die Herausforderung

Von der Linie zum Feld

LOGISTICS
INNOVATION
Verein Netzwerk Logistik Schweiz
Ausgabe 2 / 2014

www.vnl.ch

Thema:

Marktorientierte Supply Chains
Mehrwert erzielen durch den Schulterschluss von Marketing und SCM

16. April 2015, Windisch: Mit Kooperation  
Wettbewerbsvorteile von morgen sichern!

VNL-EVENT: LOGISTIC INNOVATION DAY mit

Forschung

Vom KVP zum Innovations
management

Begrenzte Rationalität im  
globalen Einkauf

Digitalisierung der Supply Chain

Management

Nachhaltige Logistics Excellence

Ungelöstes Versprechen:  
SCVisibility

Wettbewerbsvorteile durch  
Trade Compliance 

Technologie

Zentralisierte elektronische  
Zollabwicklung

Datenlogger für hohe  
Logistikqualität

LOGISTICS
INNOVATION
Verein Netzwerk Logistik Schweiz
Ausgabe 1 / 2015

www.vnl.ch

Thema:

Paradigmenwechsel in der Logistik
Sich für die Zukunft stärken: mit neuen Denkansätzen und Technologien

Management

Kundenaktivierte Supply Chain

Industrie 4.0 im Einkauf

Swissness SCM

Technologie

Cloud Computing in der Logistik

Prognosen: eine Frage der Faktoren

CarryPick für E-Commerce

Forschung

Kooperation im  
kombinierten Verkehr

Smart Logistics – everywhere!

Carbon Accounting Transport

LOGISTICS
INNOVATION
Verein Netzwerk Logistik Schweiz
Ausgabe 2 / 2015

www.vnl.ch

Thema:

Von der Technologie zum Geschäftsmodell
Evolutionäre Lösungen durch Digitalisierung der Wertschöpfungskette

18. Mai 2016, Windisch:  
Digitalisierte Wertschöpfungsnetzwerke

VNL-EVENT: LOGISTICS INNOVATION DAY mit

Media



COMPETITIVE. VISIBLE. STRONG.

MAJOR PARTNERS

Innosuisse  
Swiss Innovation Agency  
www.innosuisse.ch

 
VNL Austria 
Network of Logistics Excellence in Austria  
www.vnl.at

 
European Technology Platform ALICE  
Alliance for Logistics Innovation  
through Collaboration in Europe 
www.etp-logistics.eu

“We are your springboard  
into the next era.”

Reaching goals more effectively together. The VNL Switzerland is part of an  
international community of visionaries and drivers of innovation in the logistics sector, 
who are ardent about advanced logistics and innovative supply chain management.

The VNL Switzerland collaborates with different international bodies, including the  
“Alliance for Logistics Innovation through Collaboration in Europe” (ALICE).  
The VNL Austria, the network of logistics excellence in Austria, was instrumental in 
launching the VNL Switzerland. 

Members of the VNL Switzerland profit from the growing international community’s  
cumulative knowledge. Economies of scale additionally bring cost advantages  
for development of the Fourth Industrial Revolution’s technological opportunities and 
innovations. 

The VNL supports young researchers and assists with the market entry of innovative 
young companies and technology startups, for instance, with the Logistics Technology 
and Innovation Park (TIP) at Logistics & Distribution in Zürich.

Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft
Confédération suisse
Confederazione Svizzera
Confederaziun svizra

Swiss Confederation

Innosuisse – Swiss Innovation Agency

Leadership Expertise Experience Excellence Team Performance Skills Dynamic Partner 
Vision Ambition Implementation Community Connected Collaborative Industry 4.0 Logistics 
4.0 Digitization Digitalization Digital Transformation Artificial Intelligence Internet of Things 
Blockchain Technical innovation Globalization Supply Chain Transportation Logistics 
Research Development Innovation Value Chain Cost savings Agility Risk reduction Visibility 
Transparency Disruption Customer Focus Integration Leadership Expertise Experience 
Excellence Team Performance Skills Dynamic Partner Vision Ambition Implementation 
Community Connected Collaborative Industry 4.0 Logistics 4.0 Digitization Digitalization 
Digital Transformation Artificial Intelligence Internet of Things Blockchain Technical 
innovation Globalization Supply Chain Transportation Logistics Research Development 
Innovation Value Chain Cost savings Agility Risk reduction Visibility Transparency 
Disruption Customer Focus Integration Leadership Expertise Experience Excellence Team 
Performance Skills Dynamic Partner Vision Ambition Implementation Community Connected 
Collaborative Industry 4.0 Logistics 4.0 Digitization Digitalization Digital Transformation 
Artificial Intelligence Internet of Things Blockchain Technical innovation Globalization 
Supply Chain Transportation Logistics Research Development Innovation Value Chain Cost 
savings Agility Risk reduction Visibility Transparency Disruption Customer Focus Integration

Projects



Procurement, planning, production, distribution, supply chain management (SCM)  
executives and experts meet in the VNL with representatives of logistics technology 
providers, shippers and logistics providers, infrastructure providers, software  
houses, and research and academic organizations. Their goal is to keep developing  
logistics for the future. 

The VNL brings to life Henry Ford’s saying: 
Coming together is a beginning; 
keeping together is progress; 
working together is success.

The VNL offers organizational and personal memberships. These facilitate intensive  
sharing of experience and knowledge, scientific project support and much more.  
Membership opens doors to other networks at home and abroad.

THE VNL

– connects business and research 

– communicates knowledge 

– promotes experience sharing

– identifies technological opportunities

– turns research into innovation 

– fosters innovations in logistics

CONNECTED. INSPIRING. MOVING.

“Membership pays!”

Logistics  
clients
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Integrated  
logistics  
providers

Logistics  
systems  
providers

Shipping, 
handling, 

warehousing 
and logistics 

providers

Educational  
and research 
organizations

Consulting  
and IT



APPLICATION I am / we are applying for full membership 
in the Verein Netzwerk Logistik Schweiz.

  I / we have read the statutes.

Membership categories / fees

  Large companies  CHF 2000 
(> 250 employees)

  SMEs CHF 1000 
(50 to 250 employees)

  Individuals and  CHF 500 
small companies  
(< 50 employees)

  Students* and startup** CHF 50

  Associations / collectives free

Membership dues are to be paid  
immediately upon joining and thereafter  
at the start of every year. You may cancel 
your membership at any time. Upon  
cancellation, your membership will expire 
on the on the last day of the year.

Organization 

Contact  

Position 

Address 

Phone  Fax 

Email 

Sector   Logistics clients  Logistics systems providers
  Consulting and IT  Integrated logistics providers
  Educational and research organizations   Shipping, handling, ware- 

housing and logistics providers

Date  Seal / Signature

Send your application for membership to office@vnl.ch

or Verein Netzwerk Logistik Schweiz e.V. 
Technoparkstrasse 1, 8005 Zürich



* Applies to graduates of a higher education 
institution (with a bachelor's degree or  
higher for the period of one year)

** Up to two years after founding



VNL MEMBERS www.vnl.ch

PROPULSYO
Bringing Supply Chain Solutions to the Life Science Industry

IKEA SUPPLY AG
Intralogistik Schweiz

inp 
group 

INNOVATIVEPARTNERS 
GROUP  

June 2018


